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This paper discusses an experimental investigation conducted to optimize a free-to-rotate 

wing for use on a small unmanned aircraft system (UAS). Although free-to-rotate wings 

have been used for decades on various small UAS and small manned aircraft, little is known 

about how to optimize these unusual wings for a specific application. The paper discusses 

some of the design rationale of the basic wing. In addition, three main parameters were 

selected for “optimization”, wing camber, wing pivot location, and wing center of gravity 

(c.g.) location. A small apparatus was constructed to enable some simple experimental 

analysis of these parameters. A design-of-experiment series of tests were first conducted to 

discern which of the main optimization parameters were most likely to have the greatest 

impact on the outputs of interest, namely, some measure of “stability”, some measure of the 

lift being generated at the neutral position, and how quickly the wing “recovers” from an 

upset. A second set of tests were conducted to develop a response-surface numerical 

representation of these outputs as functions of the three primary inputs. The response 

surface numerical representations are then used to develop an “optimum” within the trade 

space investigated. The results of the optimization are then tested experimentally to validate 

the predictions. 

I. Introduction 

oday’s users of small UAS typically are forced to choose between using limited endurance V/TOL craft or 

fixed-wing vehicles which impose significant limitations on operating areas. In both cases, users are limited in 

the types of weather environments they can operate within, usually meaning very benign wind conditions. 

 

Typically, the platform of choice for V/TOL operations is some form of multi-copter. These craft have endurance 

typically limited to between 30 minutes and 1 hour. On the other hand, most fixed wing small UAS require 

significantly large takeoff and landing clear areas, even for hand launched versions. Further complicating the choice 

is that neither of these light, small UAS platforms handle high winds or gusty conditions well, thus limiting the 

operational utility of the whole genre. 

 

In order to “bridge the gap” between the short endurance of current V/TOL platforms and their fixed-wing 

counterparts while simultaneously reducing the sensitivity of the platform to adverse wind conditions, a new type of 

wing was considered. This design is referred to as a “Compound Wing” because it has portions of the wing which 

are fixed, portions which articulate for V/TOL operation, and portions which are free-to-rotate about a span-wise 

axis. While the design of the fixed and articulating segments was relatively straightforward based on previous 

experience with small UAS design, the free-to-rotate segments presented some unique challenges to implementation. 
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II. Initial Design Considerations 

During an extensive literature search, it was found that Free-to-rotate (FTR) wing concepts have been in 

existence since the mid-forties. An early patent (Ref. 1), by D. R. Zuck, describes a light general aviation aircraft 

with a wing that pivots along a spanwise axis. There was a brief look at a similar concept in the late-sixties (Ref. 2), 

although the wind tunnel tests conducted were limited in scope and did not provide a sufficiently broad 

understanding of the design parameters of interest. There was a series of analytical studies looking at small-to-large 

general aviation aircraft with free-to-rotate wings (Ref. 3,4). These studies tended to focus on development of an 

analytical framework and were very specific to the mission and vehicle class being evaluated. NASA conducted 

some flight tests of a free-to-rotate radio-controlled model where the free-to-rotate wing had an attached canard 

“trimmer” in the mid-to-late 70s (Ref. 5,6,7). The trimmer was found to induce a number of unpleasant attributes 

making normal R/C flight exceptionally difficult. There was a small company, Freewing, which built and sold some 

mid-sized UAS which utilized a free-to-rotate wing and a “tilting body” to provide a S/TOL takeoff and landing. 

Two universities were recipients of these platforms and have conducted some flight research with them. 

Even though there is a significant past history of specific implementations of free-to-rotate wings, there is not a 

good data set that examines the various necessary design parameters and how best to optimize those for a given 

desired outcome. For example, where should the pivot location be along the chord? Where should the wing c.g. be 

made to lie? What is the impact of changing the airfoil section characteristics on the stability, damping, lift and drag 

of the wing? The answers to these basic questions appears to have been “we used the same design those other folks 

did before us” in the literature. This was an unexpected result and led to the need to conduct some form of limited 

experimental approach to help determine what variations in those parameters cause in the vehicle’s (or at least the 

wing’s) basic performance. 

III. Experimental Setup 

An experimental setup was created which would allow the rapid testing of a large number of configurations of 

the three primary variables under consideration: pivot location, center of gravity (c.g.) location, and wing camber. A 

simple test apparatus was constructed consisting of a large diameter drum fan, a set of tubular “flow straighteners”, 

and a box-like “flow accelerator” to provide a roughly 15mph flow test section. The experiments used a set of 2ft. 

span, 10 in. chord airfoils, the same size as would be used on the UAS being designed so that the results would be 

directly applicable. (See Fig. 1) As part of the experiment, a servo was added to the wing to drive a trailing edge flap 

that could be deflected to determine the effect of same. Scales were placed under the columns supporting the pivot 

shaft to measure lift for each of the configurations tested. The wings were free to rotate around this pivot shaft. 

Measurement of the response to “gusts” was simulated by using a fixed deflection of the wing trailing edge (2”) 

followed by release and observation of the result. 

 
Figure 1. Test apparatus. 
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IV. Experiments Performed 

In order to generate the most broadly applicable experimental test data base, three main independent variables 

were chosen to evaluate – airfoil camber (in percent), pivot location (as a percent of wing chord), and c.g. location 

of the rotating segment (as a percent of wing chord). Each of these primary variables were assigned a range of 

possible values based on most likely limits. A Design-of-Experiment process was used to develop which specific 

combinations of wing pivot location (from 15% to 30% chord), wing c.g. location (from 15% to 30% of chord), and 

wing camber (from 1 to 5%) to test. A total of 22 runs were made as shown in Table 1. Note that some were repeat 

points to check for variability in the measurements. To test the response to a gust, the trailing edge was deflected by 

2” and then released. A “stability” parameter was then measured that indicated the magnitude of the oscillations, a 

“recovery” parameter was measured that indicated the number of oscillations before returning to the original 

“neutral” point. In addition, the basic lift of the wing was measured with the trailing edge flap at the zero deflection 

setting. The “neutral” angle of attack was also measured.  

 

 

 

 
Table 1. Experimental results from initial experiment set. 
 

 

 

 

Initial analysis of the experimental data indicated that there was a high correlation between increasing c.g. 

location and increasing lift. Further, it appeared that the lift generation wass relatively insensitive to pivot location. 

The “recovery” parameter appears to be most sensitive to pivot location whereas the “stability” parameter appears to 

have complex interactions between all three parameters. In addition, post experiment analysis indicated there was 

little sensitivity to wing camber in any of the key “output” measurements. 

 

A second set of experimental measurements was conducted with only two primary indepenedent variables, pivot 

location and panel c.g. In some cases, the c.g. location selected by the experiment design utility were well within the 

measurement capability of the method used to determine panel c.g. In those cases, one c.g. location was used for 

those data points (42.2 and 42.5 both used 42.5, for example). The experimental results from these measurements is 

shown in Table 2. 
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Wing #

Factor 1 Factor 2 Response 1 Response 2 Response 3 Response 4 Response 5 Response 6

A:Pivot B:CG Lift Stab Ampl Recovery Osc Lift, TE up Lift, TE down Neutral AoA

4 1 25.3 25.1 -60.0 10 10 30 0 -20

4 2 14.2 42.2 -60.0 1 2 -37 -20 15

2 3 22.0 32.5 24.0 3 2 -26 20 -8

1 4 16.0 33.7 -48.0 0 1 -30 0 17

4 5 25.3 25.1 -66.0 10 10 28 2 -21

2 6 15.0 24.9 14.0 4 3 -22 20 -14

4 7 14.2 42.2 -80.0 1 1 -14 6 20

3 8 30.0 30.7 34.0 8 5 -50 -2 -23

2 9 15.0 24.9 16.0 4 3 -20 -24 -16

1 10 25.7 42.5 -60.0 2 5 -30 -10 20

3 11 10.0 30.5 -70.0 0 1 -25 -15 18

1 12 25.7 42.5 -64.0 2 5 -16 -30 20

3 13 20.0 20.0 34.0 1 1 -18 25 -12

3 14 10.0 20.0 -40.0 2 2 -35 4 15

3 15 30.0 30.7 36.0 8 5 -40 -3 -20

3 16 30.0 20.0 20.0 10 10 -10 10 -20

3 17 20.0 40.7 -70.0 4 3 -14 -16 27

3 18 10.0 50.0 -55.0 3 2 -11 -70 26

4 19 19.8 50.0 -76.0 1 2 -32 -74 20

1 20 25.7 42.5 -60.0 2 5 -28 -18 20

3 21 30.0 50.0 -50.0 2 3 -10 -55 37

3 22 10.0 30.5 -65.0 0 1 -20 -23 15

4 23 14.2 42.2 -76.0 1 1 -12 4 21

4 24 19.8 50.0 -74.0 1 1 -30 -70 22

4 25 25.3 25.1 -63.0 10 10 29 2 -18

4 26 25.3 50 -71 2 3 -42 -70 30

4 27 19.8 42.2 -52 0 0 -35 0 17

3 28 20 50 -56 0 0 -15 -65 32

3 29 30 40.7 -50 4 2 -33 -50 30

2 30 15 32.5 -54 2 1 -20 -9 28

1 31 42.5 16 -58 0 0 -27 -4 18

1 32 25.7 33.7 30 6 5 -38 24 -12

Run 

Order

ENGINEERING UNITS, % Chord

 
Table 2. Experimental results from second experiment set. 

 

 

Analysis of the data suggests that there appears to be areas of “optimality” in terms of the pivot location and the 

c.g. location. There also appears to be competing issues in that although the lift at neutral angle-of-attack tends to 

get higher when the c.g. is farther aft, the apparent roll authority (the lift with the trailing edge up vs. trailing edge 

down) appears to decrease. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Lift optimization as a function of c.g. location and pivot point (blue area is better). 

 

While the information in Figure 2 is somewhat useful, a reduced-order response surface allows for a better 

evaluation of some of the more salient characteristics observed. Specifically, as can be seen in Figure 3, countor 

plots of the reduced-order response surfaces to the primary variables indicate the region of the highest net lift is in 

the upper left corner, corresponding to the most forward pivot location and the most aft c.g. location. However, as 
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can be seen in Figure 4, there is a different “sweet spot” associated with the roll authority available (the magnitude 

of the difference between the lift with the control surface full down vs. full up). 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Lift output as a function of pivot and c.g. location (blue is better). 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Effective roll authority as a function of pivot and c.g. location. 
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It is therefore unclear where the “balance” should be between best lifting performance (most forward pivot, most 

aft c.g, i.e. farthest apart) and effective roll authority (which is at moderate pivot and c.g. locations close to one 

another). Assessment of this tradeoff will likely not be resolved until flight testing is conducted to discern where the 

level of roll authority is acceptable which minimizes the lift penalties. Further, flight testing in actual gusty 

conditions will need to be conducted to assess the degree to which the basic performance and roll authority 

“optimization” impact the ability to absorb large and small amplitude gusts in the target vehicle. 

 

V. Conclusion 

The results of the experiments conducted to date indicates that there is likely a tradeoff between better wing 

performance and roll authority for the free-to-rotate wing segments. Generically broad use of these data is not 

advised since the experiments were only conducted at one airspeed with one type of wing/airfoil. Flight tests will be 

needed to assess a “least non-optimum” set of pivot location and panel c.g characteristics which will provide 

adequate performance, roll control, and gust alleviation. 
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